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Purchasing Experiences and “Access”Purchasing Ownership

• Government policy changes to increase tax rebates and incentives
• innovation within business models

The ability to “unlock” EV adoption for 
new buyers is dependent on  two “keys”

There is an increasing 
desire for purchasing 

“experiences” over 
ownership. It is 

unclear how this will 
affect car ownership.

Government 

Policy Change

Business M
odel 

InnovationSuccess to the Successful Archetype
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• This archetype indicates that “the final result may be due more to 
initial conditions than to intrinsic merits. In other words, rather than a 
survival of the fittest, it is more a survival of the first.”
• This archetype is representative of the current state of the gaso-
line-to-EV transition, where gasoline is ‘the first.’ (‘Using “Success to 
the Successful” to Avoid Competency Traps’, 2016)

Global Hotspots of EV 
Charging Network
1. Norway and California are BY FAR 
the leaders in electric vehicle adoption.
2. Norway has incentives including:
3. Purchase price incentives
4. Higher gas tax
5. Free parking
6. HOV lane use
7. Free charging

50% of new 
vehicle purchases in 

Norway are now EVs

In some areas 
of the world, 

allocation of public 
funds is shifting in favour of 

Electric vehicles at the 
expense of gasoline 

vehicles:

49.1% 7.8%

In Norway, 
49.1% of all new 
car purchases 
were electric 
vehicles as of 
(Oct. 2018)

In California, 
7.8% of all new 
car purchases 
were electric 
vehicles as of 
(Oct. 2018)

In Norway, 10% 
of all passenger 
cars on the road 
are electric 
vehicles (Oct. 
2018)

0.45%
2.1%10%

In California, 
2.1% of all 
passenger cars 
on the road are 
electric vehicles 
(Oct. 2018)

In USA, 0.45% 
of all passenger 
cars on the road 
are electric 
vehicles (Oct. 
2018)

There is a large need for more EV 
charging stations. The question is, which 

business model will prevail?

Load Management
“Decentralized Model” 

Vehicle to grid to support electricity 
demand

Number of Fast Charge (Level 3) 
EV Charging Locations, Greater 
Toronto Area

Fast Chargers
116

Gas Stations
2000+

Urban  
population

Rural 
population

Urban populations in 
apartment towers face an issue 
of low available opportunities 
for charging. This makes home 
charging difficult, increasing 
the need for commercialized 
charging stations.

Rural populations are low 
density and have a greater 
opportunity for charging EVs 
at their home. This results 
in fewer commercialized 
charging stations.

“I’ve 
been driving a 2017 

Chevrolet Bolt for the last year and 
half, and have become intimately acquainted 

with the challenge of multi-tenant charging. I lived 
in a condo where my request for a level 2 charger 
was denied. It was less than ideal having to park a 

10-minute walk from home so I could charge my 
EV in a public parking lot overnight or on 

weekends.”

In Ontario, nearly 700,000 
households live in condos and 
2/3rds of Canadian homes built 
today are multi-unit.
With so many buyers of mass-
market EVs living and working 
in urban multi-tenant settings, the 
question bears repeating: how 
do we ensure these drivers have 
reliable charging access?

Survey Research 
Response

“I’d love to buy an EV but I’m 
confused about what my options for 

charging are. I’ve seen a few charging 
stations but they seem to be randomly 

dispersed throughout the city”

WHEN ASKED ABOUT RANGE 
CONCERNS, RESPONDENTS SAID:

“I would hesistate because of the barriers for long 
distance driving to more remote places.”

Range anxiety

Alternative mobility business models become prevalent
City riders trend towards EVs
City growth continues

Same ownership model as today
All major automakers honour promises to produce 
full fleets of EVs to replace ICE cars 

Continue use of gas cars
Increased efficiency improvements of ICE 
Total disruption of current transportation methods
No Roads
Flux Capacitors
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Some of the 
variables of the 
transition from 
gas to EV can 
be shown in 
the steepnes of 
the declining 
black curve

Mobility
Era

Distance
Maintenance

Terrain/Access
Safety Concern

Aftermarket
Consumable Energy

Servicing
Customization

Association to Self
Business Models

Values & Preferences

• Horse
• Turn of Century
• Low
• High
• High
• Medium
• Low
• Agricultural
• Based on Lifespan
• N/A
• High
• Ownership
• Show wealth through number 
owned

• Gasoline Car
• G.I. to Gen X
• High
• Medium
• Medium
• High
• Used Cars as significant market
• Fossil Fuels
• Regular maintenance, specialized
• Very high, signficant market
• High
• Automakers as banks, high margin for servicing
• Show wealth through ownership and newness of model year

Mobility
Era

Distance
Maintenance

Terrain/Access
Safety Concern

Aftermarket
Consumable Energy

Servicing
Customization

Association to Self
Business Models

Values & Preferences

The transition from Horses to Gasoline 
cas the main mode of trasnportation 

was marked with significant differences 

Adoption was not instant or overnight. 
It took nearly 25 yearly before the 

automobile became standard in cities. 
In rural areas, the transition took 

nearly 50 years.

The transition from gasoline to electric 
cars is ongoing, and is marked by 

significant barriers.

Adoption and market growth is 
ongoing, but has not been a runaway 

success. The first significant mass 
marketed hybried cars were launched 

nearly 25 years ago. Fully electric 
cars, as viable replacements for 

gasoline cars in most use cases, have 
been available for less than 10 years.

In particular, status symbols of wealth 
changed. Huge investments were made 

into infrastructure to lay new roads 
capable of supporting car tires.

Consumers are increasingly showing a 
preference of purchasing ‘experiences’ 
rather than ‘owning.’ It remains to be 
seen whether this will be accounted 

for by automakers, and if it will help or 
hinder mass market adoption.

We are HERE

time 2019

• Millenial Onwards
• Medium 
• Low 
• Medium 
• Low 
• Unknown 
• Electricity from multiple sources
• Low maintenance, specialized
• Unknown, possible software updates
• High 
• Multiple, automakers as operators
• Show wealth through access and experiences, decreased  
value on owernship

Mobility
Era

Distance
Maintenance

Terrain/Access
Safety Concern

Aftermarket
Consumable Energy

Servicing
Customization

Association to Self
Business Models

Values & Preferences

five potential pRofit 
models

meteRed Use

licensing

installed Base

memBeRship

sUBscRiption

Customers pay for their 
electricity use

Permission to use the car 
software for a defined 

way for a period of time

Offer core product at slim 
margins and drive profit 
on additional offerings

Create predictable 
cash flows by charging 
members up front for 

access

Time based payment to 
permit access to locations 
and services no available 

to non-members

the evolUtion of the 
AUTOMOBILE‘S BUSINESS MODEL

product innovation experience based platform based

…while the residual value of 
batteries remains unknown

Battery costs are still 
prohibitively high…

Cost to Charge a Chevy 
Bolt EV per year

Cost to Charge Cost to Fill 
GAS Car

Savings 
with EV

Quebec $232
British Columbia $482 $1680 $1198
Ontario off-peak 

(Night)
$398 $1470 $1072

Ontario on-peak (Day) $842 $1470 $628

“Consumers buy 
for the rare 2% of use 

cases… like driving from 
Toronto to Montreal”

Public policy 
transportation  

planning expert

Survey Response

“Environmental 
impact and fuel savings 

would be my number one 
reason to switch, but EV must 

be comparable” 

FEASIBILITY

DESIRABILITY

VIABILITY

Features

Brand attributes

Association to self

Automatic 
situation

Exclusivity
Potential

FOMO

Price

Differentiation

Sentiment

ConvenienceIncentives

Infrastructure

Geography
Transport 
needs

Raw material 
supply

Component 
manufacturing

Talent 
availability

Supplier 
relationships

Economic 
contracts 

Tariffs

Parts availability
Technology 
innovation

Tools & 
Equipment

Distribution network

Cost to manufacture

Cost of 
Ongoing
R&D

Gross 
marginCost of components 

& raw materials

Competition

Cost of 
talent

Reliability of 
supply chain

Cost of ownership

Customer 
experience

Public policy & 
incentives

Technology 
obsolescence

Supply/Demand

Desirability
Feasibility
Viability

Trends and Thematic Grouping

Research finding sorting

Literature Review

Competitive Analysis

Competitive Analysis

Storytelling narrative techniques

Concept grouping (frameworks)

Structured Survey

Semi-structured interviews

S-Curve Adoption 
model

Production Function Models

Organizing with Flywheel approach

Storyboarding

System Actors Map

Iterative Radiation Map

Convergence Map

Causal Loop Map

Circular Density Mapping

Storyboarding

Mind Maps

THINKING DOING FEELINGPREVAILING 
MENTAL 
MODEL

(Research 
Methods)

(Understanding of 
Process)

(Sensemaking 
Process Stage)

Autoresearch 
& Interest 

Finding

Secondary 
Research

Primary 
Research

Synthesis

Intentional 
and 

Designed 

Unpredictable 
and Fuzzy 

Emergent 
Process

Brainstorm

Market Research

Data Survey

Data Collection

Framework synthesis

Collecting and 
organizing 
Frameworks

Framework 
development

Research 
Question 

Development

Synthesis 
Mapping

Trend Expert 
Interview

Data Synthesis

Identify 

Framework

• Differentiated customer vs. supplier contributions
• Takes a demand-side focus
• Detailed breakout of importance system interaction
• Highlights the interactions that affect a consumer’s purchasing decision 
and how those decisions affect manufacturers

conveRgence map

• Mixed Methods approach, applying divegent-convergent-divergent itera-
tive methods.
• After secondary research we formulated an adapted research question, 
asking “What is stopping the adoption of EVs?”
• We facilitated Semi-structured interviews and confidential  online surveys 
to drive our hypotheses
• We synthesized our findings using a trends grouping method, and from 
that process emerged the “flywheeal” framework

ReseaRch method plan

ReseaRch QUestion

the stoRy of ev adoption

Supply & Demand

purchasing?

Central Flywheel

Flywheel

Horse as dominant 
personal transport

Gasoline car as 
dominant personal 

transport

Possible rise of the 
EV as dominant 

personal transport?

The 
Flywheel 

of 
Electric 
Vehicle 

Adoption

The gas stations along Route 66 in the USA represent a major 
acknolwedgement of the domination of the automobile upon the 
psyche of Americans.

The automobile allowed for the proliferation of huge industry 
and massive migration across America. This Route 66 gasoline 
station represents the multifactorial support the gasoline car had; 
government paid for new highway which allowed for higher utility 
of automobiles. Private companies installed gas stations at major 
thoroughfares, allowing for long distance travel.
Public support was strong, and an entire generation could now 
express themselves through this transport method, car brand, and 
vast personalized customization options.

The Electric Vehicle represents a new shift in possibility – perhaps 
more subtle than the transition from horses to gasoline cars. EVs have 
strong support from a generation who expresses themselves strongly 
in favour of climate-positive actions.
 At the same time, the advent of ubiquitous access to smartphones has 
allowed multiple business models to fracture the market. Generational 
preferences are shifting away from traditional ownership towards a 
shared economy of experiences.

The massive gasoline-engine centric automobile industry as well as 
the enormous used car market makes rapid change dificult.

How might we accelerate the 
adoption of electric vehicles in 

Canada from 2% to 10% ?

The Flywheel of 
Electric Vehicle 

Adoption

Generational 
Preferences

Business 
Model 

Innovation

Government 
Policy Change

Cost of 
Ownership 
& Access to 

Mobility

Infrastructure 
Demand


